Use the right tool for the right job in the right way - Use FIDIC contracts!

We are proud to invite you to the 4th edition of Regional Infrastructure conferences that will again bring together a selected group of Regional and International Speakers. The intensive programme includes 30+ of which FIDIC’s Authors and Friendly Reviewers of the new 2017 Suite of Contracts, Legal Experts and multinational Practitioners in construction, joined by senior Politicians and Industry Leaders who will discuss emerging issues and important developments in specific topics such as:

- Comparison of most important changes in the FIDIC 2017 Suite of Contracts;
- The newly introduced Dispute Avoidance / Adjudication Board (DAAB); effective dispute resolution;
- Best Practices in Project Administration;
- Understanding how the [1999 and 2017] FIDIC Contract deals with time;
- Variation clauses under EU Directives and MDB rules;
- Project Procurement between EU Directives and Multilateral Development Banks;
- Best Practices in adapting the FIDIC forms of contracts and agreements to national requirements in the Central Eastern European and Eurasia region;
- Payments. Good management and parties satisfaction.

*12 Professional / Knowledge CPD hours for engineers, project managers and procurement professionals and the legal profession.

View Full Conference Programme

TRAINING WORKSHOP
MONDAY 5TH MARCH

TRAINING WORKSHOP
THURSDAY 8TH MARCH
DAB / DAAB – what has changed and why?
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